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Introduction 

1. This is an application by Mohammad Yousef A/Qader Abu Osba’a 

(“Applicant”) against the decision of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 

for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, also known as UNRWA (“Respondent”), 

to impose on him the disciplinary measure of separation from service with 

termination indemnity. 

Facts 

2. Effective 3 September 2012, the Applicant was employed by the Agency on 

a Fixed-Term Appointment, Grade 8, Step 1, as Teacher at Russeifeh Preparatory 

Boys’ School No. 2, Jordan Field Office (“JFO”). 

3. At the time material to the events in the present application, the Applicant 

was employed as Teacher, Grade 9, Step 4, at Zarqa Preparatory Boys’ School No. 

1, JFO (“Zarqa School”). 

4. On 22 November 2016, the Chief Area Office, Zarqa Area Office 

(“CAO/ZAO”) reported allegations of corporal punishment committed by the 

Applicant against two students at Zarqa School. 

5. On 28 December 2016, the CAO/ZAO reported further allegations of corporal 

punishment committed by the Applicant against another student at Zarqa School. 

6. On 17 April 2017, the Officer-in-Charge (“OiC”), Director of UNRWA 

Operations, Jordan (“DUO/J”) issued the terms of reference for an investigation to 

be conducted into the allegations raised against the Applicant. On 18 May 2017, the 

DUO/J amended the terms of reference to include an additional allegation of 

corporal punishment by the Applicant.  

7. On 18 June 2017, the investigation was concluded, followed by the Report of 

Investigation. 
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8. On 6 July 2017, the Head, Field Legal Office, Jordan (“H/FLO/J”) issued the 

Applicant a due process letter, informing him of the findings of the investigation 

and inviting him to respond to the allegations. 

9. On 23 July 2017, the Applicant responded to the due process letter and 

rejected the allegations against him.  

10. On 12 June 2018, the DUO/J imposed on the Applicant the disciplinary 

measure of separation from service with termination indemnity. 

11. On 24 June 2018, the Applicant submitted a request for decision review. 

12. On 29 July 2018, the present application was filed with the UNRWA Dispute 

Tribunal (“Tribunal”). The application was transmitted to the Respondent on 30 

July 2018. 

13. On 29 August 2018, the Respondent filed a “Motion for Extension of Time” 

to file his reply outside the 30-calendar day time limit set out in Article 6(1) of the 

Rules of Procedure of the Tribunal. The motion was transmitted to the Applicant 

on the same day.  

14. By Order No. 159 (UNRWA/DT/2018) dated 11 September 2018, the 

Tribunal granted the Respondent’s motion.  

15. On 26 October 2018, the Respondent filed his reply. This was transmitted to 

the Applicant on 31 October 2018.  

16. On 9 November 2018, the Respondent filed a motion for extension of time to 

translate his reply. The motion was transmitted to the Applicant on 11 November 

2018.  

17. By Order No. 214 (UNRWA/DT/2018) dated 22 November 2018, the 

Tribunal granted the Respondent’s motion. 

18. On 16 January 2019, the Respondent filed the Arabic translation of his reply. 

The translation was transmitted to the Applicant on the same day. 
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19. On 19 January 2019, the Applicant filed a motion to submit observations. The 

Applicant’s motion was transmitted to the Respondent on 21 January 2019.  

20. By Order No. 034 (UNRWA/DT/2019) dated 14 February 2019, the Tribunal 

granted the Applicant’s motion to submit observations. 

21. On 25 February 2019, the Applicant’s Counsel filed a motion requesting leave 

to visit the Tribunal to discuss the Applicant’s case and the Tribunal to hold an oral 

hearing. This was transmitted to the Respondent on 26 February 2019.  

22. By Order No. 048 (UNRWA/DT/2019) dated 10 March 2019, the Tribunal 

informed the Applicant that it would adjudicate his case in due time and would 

notify the parties if an oral hearing was to take place. With respect to the Applicant’s 

Counsel’s request to visit the Tribunal, the Tribunal stated that this would only be 

possible in the presence of both parties during an oral hearing.  

Applicant’s contentions 

23. The Applicant contends: 

i) The impugned decision is unfair and based on inaccurate information; 

ii) He did not inflict corporal punishment on the Complainants; and 

iii) The Agency failed to take into account his social status, his 

performance and other issues at the school in determining the impugned 

disciplinary measure.  

24. The Applicant requests rescission of the disciplinary measure and the 

imposition of a milder disciplinary measure.  

Respondent’s contentions 

25. The Respondent contends: 

i) The disciplinary measure was properly effected in accordance with the 

Agency’s relevant regulatory framework; 
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ii) Article 4.1 of the Educational Technical Instruction No. 1/08 (“ETI No. 

1/08”) clearly prohibits corporal punishment and determines that it is a form 

of misconduct;  

iii) The facts upon which the disciplinary measure was based are 

established by clear and convincing evidence through victims’ and several 

eye-witnesses’ statements; and 

iv) The manner of infliction of violence against some of the victims was 

executed with a level of increased brutality.  

26. The Respondent requests the Tribunal to dismiss the application in its 

entirety.  

Considerations 

The Applicant’s request for an oral hearing 

27. On 25 February 2018, the Applicant requested the Tribunal, without any 

further details, to hold an oral hearing to hear the testimonies of the Complainants 

and to dismiss the statement of Complainant 2, referred as such in the impugned 

decision.  

28. With respect to the Applicant’s request to dismiss the statement of 

Complainant 2, the Tribunal notes that it is clear from the Report of the 

Investigation that Complainant 2 was not interviewed by the Investigator, as he was 

transferred to another school for a reason unrelated to the alleged corporal 

punishment that had been inflicted on him. In addition, it is clear from the DUO/J’s 

letter dated 12 June 2018 that the impugned disciplinary measure was based solely 

on the Applicant’s infliction of corporal punishment on Complainants 1, 3 and 4; 

not Complainant 2.  

29. Regarding an oral hearing, the Tribunal has wide discretion in matters of case 

management in accordance with Article 11(1) of the Tribunal’s Rules of Procedure 

(Nimer 2018-UNAT-879, paragraph 33). At the outset, the Tribunal notes that the 

Applicant did not provide any reason for his request for an oral hearing. In the 
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Tribunal’s view, it seems that the reason behind the Applicant’s request for an oral 

hearing is not that he wishes to present any new evidence or legal contentions which 

he has otherwise been prevented from submitting during the proceedings, but rather 

that he wishes to present his arguments in person to the Tribunal (Nadeau 2017-

UNAT-733, paragraph 33). 

30. As it will be further demonstrated, the Tribunal considers that this is a case 

where the record before the Tribunal arising from the investigation is sufficient for 

the Tribunal to render a decision without the need for an oral hearing (Mbaigolmem 

2018-UNAT-819, paragraph 28). Consequently, the Tribunal holds that, in light of 

the evidence contained in the case file in the present case, in particular, the 

statements of the Complainants and other eye-witnesses, as well as the Applicant’s 

recurring misconducts of inflicting corporal punishment on students, the Tribunal 

does not see any reason to hold an oral hearing. Under these circumstances, as the 

Applicant failed to provide any particular reason for his request for an oral hearing, 

and the documentary evidence is comprehensive, his request is denied.  

Merits 

31. The Applicant contests the decision to impose on him the disciplinary 

measure of separation from service with termination indemnity. 

32. On 22 November and 28 December 2016, the CAO/ZAO reported allegations 

of corporal punishment committed by the Applicant against students at Zarqa 

School. The Applicant denies the allegations against him.  

33. The United Nations Appeals Tribunal (“UNAT”) held in Portillo Moya 2015-

UNAT-523, paragraph 17, as follows:  

[W]hen handling disciplinary cases the role of the judicial 
review is to ascertain whether the facts on which the sanction is 
based have been established, whether the established facts 
qualify as misconduct, and whether the sanction is proportionate 
to the offence. 
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Establishment of facts 

34. Following allegations of misconduct against the Applicant for inflicting 

corporal punishment on students, on 17 April 2017, the Officer-in-Charge, DUO/J 

issued the terms of reference for an investigation. The terms of reference were later 

amended to include an additional allegation of corporal punishment committed by 

the Applicant. The investigation was concluded, and, on 12 June 2018, the DUO/J 

imposed on the Applicant the contested disciplinary measure. 

35. The Applicant claims, without any further explanation, that the impugned 

decision is unfair and based on inaccurate information. The Applicant simply denies 

that he inflicted corporal punishment on any student. However, in the Tribunal’s 

view, the accounts of the School Principal and several students, including the 

victims who were interviewed during the investigation, corroborate each other and 

clearly establish that the Applicant recurrently inflicted corporal punishment on 

students.  

36. In one instance, the Applicant disciplined with brutality Complainant 4, by 

throwing him down to the ground and treading on his belly. It is clear from the 

Report of Investigation that five other students, who had been eye-witnesses to the 

beating, provided virtually identical descriptions on the salient facts, i.e., the 

method used by the Applicant in inflicting corporal punishment. 

37. On another occasion, the Applicant used a wooden stick to hit Complainant 

3. This was confirmed by two eye-witnesses. It is also evident from the Report of 

Investigation that the Applicant kicked Complainant 1 and also hit him on the back.  

38. In total, 13 witnesses were interviewed. In addition to the Applicant’s practice 

of inflicting corporal punishment on the Complainants, during their interviews, 

some of the students stated that they also had been subjected to corporal punishment 

by the Applicant.  

39. The Tribunal would also like to recall that this is not the first time the 

Applicant has been disciplined by the Agency for inflicting corporal punishment on 

students. The Applicant was first employed by the Agency in September 2012. Less 
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than a year later, on 1 July 2013, the Applicant was disciplined with a written 

censure, and again on 29 September 2014, he was served with a letter of reprimand 

for committing corporal punishment.    

40. These instances of discipline might explain why, in his application, the 

Applicant requests the imposition of a milder disciplinary measure, similar to what 

he had received in these two previous instances. Accordingly, the Tribunal 

considers that these are significant indications that the Applicant clearly exhibits a 

pattern of inflicting corporal punishment on students.  

41. With respect to the standard of review in disciplinary cases, the UNAT has 

consistently held as follows:  

Judicial review of a disciplinary case requires the UNDT to 
consider the evidence adduced and the procedures utilized 
during the course of the investigation by the Administration. In 
this context, the UNDT is “to examine whether the facts on 
which the sanction is based have been established, whether the 
established facts qualify as misconduct [under the Staff 
Regulations and Rules], and whether the sanction is 
proportionate to the offence”. And, of course, “the 
Administration bears the burden of establishing that the alleged 
misconduct for which a disciplinary measure has been taken 
against a staff member occurred”. “[W]hen termination is a 
possible outcome, misconduct must be established by clear and 
convincing evidence”, which “means that the truth of the facts 
asserted is highly probable” [Negussie 2016-UNAT-700, 
paragraph 18]. 

42. Given that this is a termination case, it is necessary to establish the facts by 

clear and convincing evidence. It follows from all the foregoing that, in the present 

case, the alleged facts are established by clear and convincing evidence. 

Misconduct 

43. The Tribunal now needs to consider whether the established facts qualify as 

misconduct. The following provides the Agency’s regulatory framework applicable 

in this case.  
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44. ETI No. 1/08 on establishing discipline in a violence-free educational 

environment in UNRWA schools, dated July 2008, provides the following at Article 

1.3: 

g. Corporal punishment, other cruel and degrading forms of 
punishment and all violence against children or students are 
strictly forbidden in all UNRWA schools and Training Centres, 
at all times, and under all conditions and circumstances. This 
prohibition must be observed without exception by UNRWA 
Education Department staff. 

h. Corporal punishment is defined as any punishment involving 
the application of physical force or the issuance of orders or 
instructions to a student with the intention of causing physical 
pain, discomfort or humiliation. In this ETI, the term “corporal 
punishment” includes other cruel or degrading forms of 
punishment referred to in this definition. 

i. Corporal punishment may take a number of forms and 
includes, but is not limited to, hitting, slapping, smacking, 
spanking, punching, kicking, pinching and causing physical 
discomfort to the student […] [.] 

45. Article 4.1, paragraph (b) of ETI No. 1/08 provides that, in accordance with 

the Agency’s Staff Regulations and Rules, corporal punishment constitutes 

misconduct and is sanctioned by disciplinary measures: 

Corporal punishment constitutes misconduct as provided for in 
UNRWA rules and regulations. UNRWA staff proven to have 
been involved in administering, aiding, or concealing corporal 
punishment will be liable to severe disciplinary measures as 
stipulated in UNRWA Staff Regulations Cod/A/59/Rev. 25 and 
Personnel Directive No.A/10/REV.1. These measures include 
written censure, suspension without pay, demotion, termination 
and dismissal. 

46. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of General Staff Circular No. 01/2013 provide as follows:  

1. The Agency is committed to ensuring all UNRWA staff and 
other personnel work in and promote an environment free from 
violence. The Agency is committed to a ‘zero tolerance’ 
approach to behaviour that is contrary to this General Staff 
Circular, which means that any allegations or complaints will 
be dealt with promptly in accordance with the Agency’s 
regulatory framework, including its Staff Regulations, Rules, 
Personnel Directives and associated administrative issuances. 
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2. All forms of violence, including against children, by 
UNRWA staff and other personnel in the course of their duties 
and/or in UNRWA installations are strictly prohibited at all 
times and under all conditions and circumstances, and as such 
are considered misconduct. UNRWA staff and other personnel 
proven to have been involved in committing, aiding or 
concealing acts of violence will be liable to disciplinary 
measures, depending on the severity of the acts, as stipulated in 
the Agency’s Staff Regulations, Rules, Personnel Directives 
and associated administrative issuances (footnote omitted). 

47. In view of the foregoing provisions of the Agency’s applicable framework, 

the Tribunal holds that the Applicant’s actions were in clear violations of provisions 

of ETI No. 1/08 on corporal punishment and that the Applicant did not conduct 

himself in a manner befitting his status as an employee of the Agency. Thus, the 

Applicant’s actions constitute misconduct. 

Proportionality 

48. Having qualified the Applicant’s conduct as misconduct, the Tribunal, as a 

third step, has to review whether the disciplinary measure imposed on him was 

proportionate to the offence.  

49. In this regard, it has to be recalled that, pursuant to Area Staff Rule 110.1, 

paragraph 4, the decision to impose a disciplinary measure is within “the 

discretionary authority of the Commissioner-General”. In addition, as it has been 

held by the UNAT in Mousa 2014-UNAT-431, paragraph 30, the Tribunal’s review 

of the proportionality of a disciplinary sanction is limited to cases in which such 

sanction appears to be “absurd, arbitrary or tainted by extraneous reasons or bias”. 

50. In the case at bar, as a teacher, the Applicant’s conduct was all the more 

serious, as he has the duty to be a role model for his students, to show regard for 

UN values and to act in line with the standards of conduct expected of a UN civil 

servant (Abu Jarbou 2013-UNAT-292, paragraph 42). His acts are all the more 

egregious in light of the zero-tolerance policy of the Agency and the fact that he 

had been disciplined on two previous occasions for inflicting corporal punishment 

on students. The Tribunal is faced with a case where an applicant clearly exhibits a 
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pattern of inflicting corporal punishment on students and demonstrates no intention 

of altering his behaviour. 

51. In addition, the imposed disciplinary measure of separation from service with 

termination indemnity is not the most severe measure that the Agency can impose 

on a staff member. Given the Applicant’s recurring misconduct in committing 

corporal punishment, despite the Agency’s clear zero-tolerance policy in this 

respect, the disciplinary measure imposed on the Applicant appears neither to be 

absurd nor arbitrary; nor is there any evidence that the measure taken was tainted 

by extraneous reasons or bias. Accordingly, the Tribunal finds that the Applicant’s 

complaint about the proportionality of the imposed disciplinary measure is without 

merit and holds that it was proportionate to the nature and gravity of the misconduct.   

52. Consequently, having determined that (1) the facts on which the disciplinary 

measure, i.e., separation from service with termination indemnity, was based have 

been established by clear and convincing evidence; (2) the facts legally support the 

conclusion of misconduct; (3) the disciplinary measure was proportionate to the 

offence; and (4) the Respondent’s discretionary authority was not tainted by 

evidence of procedural irregularity, prejudice or other extraneous factors, or error 

of law, the Tribunal finds that the present application must be dismissed.  
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Conclusion 

53. In view of all the foregoing, the Tribunal DECIDES: 

The application is dismissed.  

 

Judge Jean-François Cousin 

Dated this 11th day of December 2019 

Entered in the Register on this 11th day of December 2019 

Laurie McNabb, Registrar, UNRWA DT, Amman 
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